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ResponsibleResponsible  

investment at Rufferinvestment at Ruffer

AT RUFFER, WE ARE COMMITTED TO BEING GOOD STEWARDS OFAT RUFFER, WE ARE COMMITTED TO BEING GOOD STEWARDS OF  

OUR CLIENTS’ ASSETSOUR CLIENTS’ ASSETS

To do that, and to generate good investment performance, we need toTo do that, and to generate good investment performance, we need to  

analyse environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues. They representanalyse environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues. They represent  

both sources of value and investment risks. Incorporating theseboth sources of value and investment risks. Incorporating these  

considerations into our investment approach forms part of ourconsiderations into our investment approach forms part of our  

responsibility to our clients.responsibility to our clients.

Whether it’s climate change or indigenous rights, executive pay or workforceWhether it’s climate change or indigenous rights, executive pay or workforce  

safety, we believe our considered approach helps us make better investmentsafety, we believe our considered approach helps us make better investment  

decisions.decisions.

To the advantage of our clients’To the advantage of our clients’  

portfolios. For the benefit of theportfolios. For the benefit of the  

companies we invest in. And to thecompanies we invest in. And to the  

good of the environment and society.good of the environment and society.

HOW WE DO ITHOW WE DO IT

Integration Integration 

ESG risks and opportunities are considered as part of our investmentESG risks and opportunities are considered as part of our investment  

processprocess

EngagementEngagement

Directly engaging with companies is part of our investment processDirectly engaging with companies is part of our investment process

Voting Voting 

Equity investing comes with rights and responsibilitiesEquity investing comes with rights and responsibilities

We take this seriouslyWe take this seriously

We are signatories and supporters ofWe are signatories and supporters of
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Overview Overview 

of the quarterof the quarter
SOMETIMES, CLEAR, CONCISE AND CONSISTENT (BUT NOTSOMETIMES, CLEAR, CONCISE AND CONSISTENT (BUT NOT  

DOGMATIC) PROCEDURES CAN HAVE A SURPRISINGLYDOGMATIC) PROCEDURES CAN HAVE A SURPRISINGLY  

SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON OVERALL OUTCOMES. SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON OVERALL OUTCOMES. 

For example, the use of checklists – as championed by Atul Gawande inFor example, the use of checklists – as championed by Atul Gawande in  

his book his book The Checklist ManifestoThe Checklist Manifesto – has dramatically reduced risk and – has dramatically reduced risk and  

improved safety records in fields ranging from aviation to surgery.improved safety records in fields ranging from aviation to surgery.

At Ruffer, our main objective is to preserve clients’ capital, and then toAt Ruffer, our main objective is to preserve clients’ capital, and then to  

grow it over time. One of the many risks to capital preservation is fromgrow it over time. One of the many risks to capital preservation is from  

climate change. Our Responsible Investment team uses a checklist to aidclimate change. Our Responsible Investment team uses a checklist to aid  

our understanding of – and engagement on – companies’ energyour understanding of – and engagement on – companies’ energy  

transition plans.transition plans.

This list requires us to check three main areas. Are the targets ambitiousThis list requires us to check three main areas. Are the targets ambitious  

enough? Is the plan credible? And can it help create value forenough? Is the plan credible? And can it help create value for  

shareholders?shareholders?

In this report, we shine a spotlight on our recent engagements with BPIn this report, we shine a spotlight on our recent engagements with BP  

and Ryanair and show how our approach to energy transition plansand Ryanair and show how our approach to energy transition plans  

works in practice to help identify sources of both risk and opportunity –works in practice to help identify sources of both risk and opportunity –  

whilst encouraging companies’ efforts to reduce their carbon emissions.whilst encouraging companies’ efforts to reduce their carbon emissions.

Our other engagements in focus in this report include another energyOur other engagements in focus in this report include another energy  

company, ExxonMobil. Among several other topics, we also pressed thecompany, ExxonMobil. Among several other topics, we also pressed the  

company on whether its Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions targets werecompany on whether its Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions targets were  

sufficiently stretching, given its success so far. The company replied thatsufficiently stretching, given its success so far. The company replied that  

it would be more appropriate to reassess these targets once it hadit would be more appropriate to reassess these targets once it had  

integrated a couple of acquisitions. In addition, we engaged withintegrated a couple of acquisitions. In addition, we engaged with  

multinational metals and mining company Glencore, holding amultinational metals and mining company Glencore, holding a  

discussion on a wide range of themes, including its mining operations indiscussion on a wide range of themes, including its mining operations in  

Peru and Colombia.Peru and Colombia.
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Net ZeroNet Zero

beyond target settingbeyond target setting

Climate is just one of many risks which may present a challenge in meeting our investment objectives. In order to protect and grow capital, we are deepening our understanding of, andClimate is just one of many risks which may present a challenge in meeting our investment objectives. In order to protect and grow capital, we are deepening our understanding of, and  

engagement with, the energy transition. One key element of this work is analysing companies’ transition plans.engagement with, the energy transition. One key element of this work is analysing companies’ transition plans.

We consider three main criteria: the plan’s ambition, credibility and prospects for economic value creation.We consider three main criteria: the plan’s ambition, credibility and prospects for economic value creation.
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AMBITIONAMBITION

Well-framed emissions reduction targets can galvanise a business and help attract the resources needed to make progress. To respect the Paris Agreement, targets should be designed both to spurWell-framed emissions reduction targets can galvanise a business and help attract the resources needed to make progress. To respect the Paris Agreement, targets should be designed both to spur  

action over the near term and to compound results over the long term, ultimately lowering a company’s carbon footprint.action over the near term and to compound results over the long term, ultimately lowering a company’s carbon footprint.

But the plan will need to address some thorny questions. After all, the ideological desire to decarbonise for a better world will often conflict with directors’ perceived duties, the business’s strategy orBut the plan will need to address some thorny questions. After all, the ideological desire to decarbonise for a better world will often conflict with directors’ perceived duties, the business’s strategy or  

the near-term imperative to generate return on invested capital. So does the company want to be a first mover, a fast follower or the last incumbent standing? Does it want to respect shareholders’the near-term imperative to generate return on invested capital. So does the company want to be a first mover, a fast follower or the last incumbent standing? Does it want to respect shareholders’  

primacy over stakeholders? Does it want to move ahead of or in line with society? Does it restrict its attention to its own emissions or choose to take responsibility for the entire ecosystem?primacy over stakeholders? Does it want to move ahead of or in line with society? Does it restrict its attention to its own emissions or choose to take responsibility for the entire ecosystem?

CREDIBILITYCREDIBILITY

Whatever the outcome of this soul-searching, targets and goals are just the start. Pledges only have power if they are supported by a coherent strategy and an appropriate capital allocation plan. InWhatever the outcome of this soul-searching, targets and goals are just the start. Pledges only have power if they are supported by a coherent strategy and an appropriate capital allocation plan. In  

many cases, significant investments are needed to re-engineer existing businesses and build new ones, so financial flexibility and balance sheet strength are critical. The company will also need tomany cases, significant investments are needed to re-engineer existing businesses and build new ones, so financial flexibility and balance sheet strength are critical. The company will also need to  

communicate clearly – with both shareholders and the market more broadly – to gain support from capital providers.communicate clearly – with both shareholders and the market more broadly – to gain support from capital providers.

VALUE CREATIONVALUE CREATION

Listed companies need to convince the stock market that capital will be deployed responsibly into projects that are aligned with corporate capabilities. Otherwise, investors – facing the threat ofListed companies need to convince the stock market that capital will be deployed responsibly into projects that are aligned with corporate capabilities. Otherwise, investors – facing the threat of  

flagging valuations – may force a retreat from Net Zero goals, as we have seen in recent months.flagging valuations – may force a retreat from Net Zero goals, as we have seen in recent months.

In short, a transition strategy must create value if it is to be successful. By analysing strategies on this basis, we can identify risks and opportunities to advance the Net Zero transition, whilstIn short, a transition strategy must create value if it is to be successful. By analysing strategies on this basis, we can identify risks and opportunities to advance the Net Zero transition, whilst  

potentially delivering financial returns for our clients.potentially delivering financial returns for our clients.

So how does our approach work in practice? Let’s look at two recent examples: BP and Ryanair.So how does our approach work in practice? Let’s look at two recent examples: BP and Ryanair.

BP NEEDS TO CONVINCE THE MARKETBP NEEDS TO CONVINCE THE MARKET

The divergence between US and European oil and gas company valuations has remained stubbornly wide. We believe some of this spread is due to differences in perception of companies’ transitionThe divergence between US and European oil and gas company valuations has remained stubbornly wide. We believe some of this spread is due to differences in perception of companies’ transition  

plans.plans.

BP’s shares remain at a discount to the likes of Chevron and Exxon, after underperforming broader industry peers for several years. The reasons for the valuation gap and underperformance areBP’s shares remain at a discount to the likes of Chevron and Exxon, after underperforming broader industry peers for several years. The reasons for the valuation gap and underperformance are  

complex and multi-faceted, and we don’t want to over-simplify. Nor do we assume that the stock market is the best arbiter – or even aware – of the quality of transition plans.complex and multi-faceted, and we don’t want to over-simplify. Nor do we assume that the stock market is the best arbiter – or even aware – of the quality of transition plans.

However, even with the recent change of CEO and earlier adjustments to its transition strategy, BP has held onto a Scope 3 downstream target, whilst American peers such as Exxon have decidedHowever, even with the recent change of CEO and earlier adjustments to its transition strategy, BP has held onto a Scope 3 downstream target, whilst American peers such as Exxon have decided  

against setting one. In addition, BP has plans to stabilise oil and gas production and allocate substantial capital to non-oil and gas businesses such as bioenergy, hydrogen, wind and EV chargeagainst setting one. In addition, BP has plans to stabilise oil and gas production and allocate substantial capital to non-oil and gas businesses such as bioenergy, hydrogen, wind and EV charge  

points. We think the stock market is worried that BP will destroy economic value by winding down its oil activities too quickly and allocating capital to projects that sit too far from its competitivepoints. We think the stock market is worried that BP will destroy economic value by winding down its oil activities too quickly and allocating capital to projects that sit too far from its competitive  

strengths. In short, the market wants reassurance that these investments will pay off.strengths. In short, the market wants reassurance that these investments will pay off.

We view BP through our three-part framework and have been engaging with the company to get a clearer understanding of both the credibility of its transition strategy and the scope for valueWe view BP through our three-part framework and have been engaging with the company to get a clearer understanding of both the credibility of its transition strategy and the scope for value  

creation. Our engagement is now focused on improving the granularity of financial disclosures to help give both us and, importantly, the market comfort on this potential for value creation, andcreation. Our engagement is now focused on improving the granularity of financial disclosures to help give both us and, importantly, the market comfort on this potential for value creation, and  

thereby the targets’ credibility.thereby the targets’ credibility.

If BP can change the perception that its transition strategy will depress economic profit, its pursuit of new energy prospects may be rewarded with a rising share price. We believe this opportunityIf BP can change the perception that its transition strategy will depress economic profit, its pursuit of new energy prospects may be rewarded with a rising share price. We believe this opportunity  

makes for an interesting investment case, especially since our models indicate the shares are not pricing in any economic value creation in the future.makes for an interesting investment case, especially since our models indicate the shares are not pricing in any economic value creation in the future.

Our recent engagements with BP have addressed this key question: how can the company sharpen disclosure to convince the market and shareholders that its transition growth engine investmentsOur recent engagements with BP have addressed this key question: how can the company sharpen disclosure to convince the market and shareholders that its transition growth engine investments  

are on track to generate positive economic profit over the long term? We focus on segment hurdle rates and how they compare with cost of capital. We want to understand how managementare on track to generate positive economic profit over the long term? We focus on segment hurdle rates and how they compare with cost of capital. We want to understand how management  

considers cost of capital in its investment decisions, how project risk affects hurdle rates and how buffers are used when setting hurdle rates above cost of capital. In essence, we are trying toconsiders cost of capital in its investment decisions, how project risk affects hurdle rates and how buffers are used when setting hurdle rates above cost of capital. In essence, we are trying to  

determine the level of capital allocation discipline exercised with respect to over- or under-investment across all the company’s segments.determine the level of capital allocation discipline exercised with respect to over- or under-investment across all the company’s segments.

Over time, we would also like more granular financial disclosure beyond current reporting segment breakdowns, so that we can see how rapidly capital is being reallocated and track the trajectoryOver time, we would also like more granular financial disclosure beyond current reporting segment breakdowns, so that we can see how rapidly capital is being reallocated and track the trajectory  

of return on incremental invested capital. In our view, high-resolution disclosure is one requirement for the market to accept investment in clean energy projects. If a company can’t generate aof return on incremental invested capital. In our view, high-resolution disclosure is one requirement for the market to accept investment in clean energy projects. If a company can’t generate a  

return above the project hurdle rate (the cost of capital plus a margin for risk) that the market deems appropriate, then the share price is likely to suffer, signalling the market’s preference for thatreturn above the project hurdle rate (the cost of capital plus a margin for risk) that the market deems appropriate, then the share price is likely to suffer, signalling the market’s preference for that  

capital to be returned to shareholders via dividends or buybacks. But tension arises when the company is using a different hurdle rate to the one implied by the market.capital to be returned to shareholders via dividends or buybacks. But tension arises when the company is using a different hurdle rate to the one implied by the market.

In principle, we would support the return of capital to shareholders if BP couldn’t meet the cost of capital in its transition engines. But, to make this judgement, we need to evaluate return onIn principle, we would support the return of capital to shareholders if BP couldn’t meet the cost of capital in its transition engines. But, to make this judgement, we need to evaluate return on  

capital (both current and prospective) robustly over a reasonable time horizon across a range of plausible scenarios. The level of returns is important, of course. But, even if today’s returns seemcapital (both current and prospective) robustly over a reasonable time horizon across a range of plausible scenarios. The level of returns is important, of course. But, even if today’s returns seem  

unattractive, being a first mover in the energy transition space could pay off in spades if climate policy or customer demand shifts faster than expected.unattractive, being a first mover in the energy transition space could pay off in spades if climate policy or customer demand shifts faster than expected.

Not every company can be – or, indeed, wants to be – the green leader or try its hand at developing solar or wind capabilities. And it certainly shouldn’t deploy capital without a clear strategy. WeNot every company can be – or, indeed, wants to be – the green leader or try its hand at developing solar or wind capabilities. And it certainly shouldn’t deploy capital without a clear strategy. We  

seek to identify companies’ competitive strengths by parsing corporate disclosures, conducting quantitative peer benchmarking and engaging with management. This analysis helps us determineseek to identify companies’ competitive strengths by parsing corporate disclosures, conducting quantitative peer benchmarking and engaging with management. This analysis helps us determine  

what type of climate contribution companies should make, and conversely what activities companies should leave to better-placed operators.what type of climate contribution companies should make, and conversely what activities companies should leave to better-placed operators.

  

RYANAIR: FROM THE GROUND TO THE SKYRYANAIR: FROM THE GROUND TO THE SKY

Since we started analysing Ryanair through our transition risk framework in late 2022, our view has been that the aviation industry’s transition imperatives will reinforce Ryanair’s fundamentalSince we started analysing Ryanair through our transition risk framework in late 2022, our view has been that the aviation industry’s transition imperatives will reinforce Ryanair’s fundamental  

advantages over its peers. Our continuing engagement with the company has only strengthened this view.advantages over its peers. Our continuing engagement with the company has only strengthened this view.

On our dashboard of key financial metrics, Ryanair stands out for its operational strength, financial flexibility and robust balance sheet. These qualities are only partly reflected in the share priceOn our dashboard of key financial metrics, Ryanair stands out for its operational strength, financial flexibility and robust balance sheet. These qualities are only partly reflected in the share price  

premium over European peers. Whilst several key abatement levers are dependent on suppliers and regulators, Ryanair has direct control over some important ones which could lead to apremium over European peers. Whilst several key abatement levers are dependent on suppliers and regulators, Ryanair has direct control over some important ones which could lead to a  

competitive advantage. The company’s lower carbon intensity can be attributed to its business model, load factor and fleet characteristics. The more people on a given plane and the more fuelcompetitive advantage. The company’s lower carbon intensity can be attributed to its business model, load factor and fleet characteristics. The more people on a given plane and the more fuel  

efficient the aircraft, the lower the company’s carbon intensity.efficient the aircraft, the lower the company’s carbon intensity.

The adoption of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) is another critical element that will nudge Ryanair closer to the path to Net Zero. Given SAF’s importance as an abatement lever, our engagementsThe adoption of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) is another critical element that will nudge Ryanair closer to the path to Net Zero. Given SAF’s importance as an abatement lever, our engagements  

with Ryanair have centred on the company’s efforts to secure sufficient supply, through memorandums of understanding (MOUs), to meet EU requirements and, more significantly, its ownwith Ryanair have centred on the company’s efforts to secure sufficient supply, through memorandums of understanding (MOUs), to meet EU requirements and, more significantly, its own  

demanding 2030 goals. As we wrote in last quarter’s report, we are encouraged to see agreements already in place to cover 75% of its 2030 target for SAF to make up 12.5% of all fuel used to fly itsdemanding 2030 goals. As we wrote in last quarter’s report, we are encouraged to see agreements already in place to cover 75% of its 2030 target for SAF to make up 12.5% of all fuel used to fly its

planes. As the fleet is upgraded and SAF is delivered, we have also been encouraged to see the company lower its carbon intensity target for 2031, with a new interim target set for 2026.planes. As the fleet is upgraded and SAF is delivered, we have also been encouraged to see the company lower its carbon intensity target for 2031, with a new interim target set for 2026.

As EU emissions regulation tightens, we intend to follow the company’s progress through our ‘SAF tracker’. Crucially, to support our thesis on Ryanair’s competitive advantage, we are looking forAs EU emissions regulation tightens, we intend to follow the company’s progress through our ‘SAF tracker’. Crucially, to support our thesis on Ryanair’s competitive advantage, we are looking for  

decarbonisation to be accompanied by strong financial performance, both in absolute terms and relative to peers. To that end, we will continue to follow many key performance indicators for SAF,decarbonisation to be accompanied by strong financial performance, both in absolute terms and relative to peers. To that end, we will continue to follow many key performance indicators for SAF,  

such as its percentage of fuel consumed, cost premium, lifecycle greenhouse gas intensity and availability across locations. These will be monitored alongside key financial performance metrics.such as its percentage of fuel consumed, cost premium, lifecycle greenhouse gas intensity and availability across locations. These will be monitored alongside key financial performance metrics.
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Through the lens of our transition risk framework, we see Ryanair as both willing and able to take a leadership role in the decarbonisation of aviation. We believe active collaboration across theThrough the lens of our transition risk framework, we see Ryanair as both willing and able to take a leadership role in the decarbonisation of aviation. We believe active collaboration across the  

value chain is needed for the industry to develop the intellectual property required for cost-effective emissions reduction. Airlines will have to work with airframers and suppliers, fuel producers andvalue chain is needed for the industry to develop the intellectual property required for cost-effective emissions reduction. Airlines will have to work with airframers and suppliers, fuel producers and  

academic institutions. And these actors will need to work with policymakers to shape the regulatory landscape in a way that supports fuel-switching efforts.academic institutions. And these actors will need to work with policymakers to shape the regulatory landscape in a way that supports fuel-switching efforts.

We look to Ryanair to continue providing a positive impulse to this endeavour across the ecosystem. Its robust balance sheet and resilient operating model give it the firepower to invest inWe look to Ryanair to continue providing a positive impulse to this endeavour across the ecosystem. Its robust balance sheet and resilient operating model give it the firepower to invest in  

abatement levers such as fuel efficiency and SAF, whilst its strong customer base should underpin upstream investment into developing and scaling solutions. As one of the few passenger airlinesabatement levers such as fuel efficiency and SAF, whilst its strong customer base should underpin upstream investment into developing and scaling solutions. As one of the few passenger airlines  

that has demonstrated the ability to generate positive economic profit, Ryanair’s approach to transition risk could become another key pillar of its competitive advantage.that has demonstrated the ability to generate positive economic profit, Ryanair’s approach to transition risk could become another key pillar of its competitive advantage.

The ecosystem approachThe ecosystem approach

We know from disclosures and engagement with Ryanair that the company is pursuing MOUs with established SAF producers to meet its 2030 targets. It is looking to make agreements with fuelWe know from disclosures and engagement with Ryanair that the company is pursuing MOUs with established SAF producers to meet its 2030 targets. It is looking to make agreements with fuel  

companies with the financial strength to make the necessary investments and the ability to deliver SAF at scale, all without having to worry about running out of cash. Ryanair has struck deals withcompanies with the financial strength to make the necessary investments and the ability to deliver SAF at scale, all without having to worry about running out of cash. Ryanair has struck deals with

the likes of OMV, ENI and Shell, though not yet with BP, as far as we know. However, BP is active in the space through Air BP and evidently has the capabilities to contribute to the decarbonisationthe likes of OMV, ENI and Shell, though not yet with BP, as far as we know. However, BP is active in the space through Air BP and evidently has the capabilities to contribute to the decarbonisation  

of aviation, having supplied SAF to operators such as Virgin Atlantic and DHL and agreed to supply SAF to Munich Airport.of aviation, having supplied SAF to operators such as Virgin Atlantic and DHL and agreed to supply SAF to Munich Airport.

By engaging with companies right across the value chain, we can use insights from different companies to cross-pollinate our knowledge and drive ecosystem engagement. For example, oneBy engaging with companies right across the value chain, we can use insights from different companies to cross-pollinate our knowledge and drive ecosystem engagement. For example, one  

element of our engagement with BP will focus on innovation and the adoption of SAF. Is the company generating new knowledge that can bring down SAF’s green premium? How is the companyelement of our engagement with BP will focus on innovation and the adoption of SAF. Is the company generating new knowledge that can bring down SAF’s green premium? How is the company  

scaling up its activities and ensuring it can service the broadest range of customers? scaling up its activities and ensuring it can service the broadest range of customers? 

By engaging on big-picture issues like capital allocation, we are addressing risks and opportunities that are potentially material to BP’s market valuation. We are thus addressing its ambition,By engaging on big-picture issues like capital allocation, we are addressing risks and opportunities that are potentially material to BP’s market valuation. We are thus addressing its ambition,  

credibility and value creation. But we believe that engagement should also grapple with micro-initiatives – direct, focused actions which are not presently financially material for the implementingcredibility and value creation. But we believe that engagement should also grapple with micro-initiatives – direct, focused actions which are not presently financially material for the implementing  

company, but could be significant for the ecosystem, especially if replicated by peers. SAF platforms housed within sprawling integrated oil and gas companies fit squarely into this category. Wecompany, but could be significant for the ecosystem, especially if replicated by peers. SAF platforms housed within sprawling integrated oil and gas companies fit squarely into this category. We  

plan to identify more opportunities like this in the future where we see alignment with our portfolio companies and with our commitment to the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative.plan to identify more opportunities like this in the future where we see alignment with our portfolio companies and with our commitment to the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative.
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Stewardship activities in briefStewardship activities in brief

ARCELOMITTAL

ARCELORMITTAL

ARCELOMITTAL
BAYER

BAYER

BP

BP

BP

CONDUIT RE HOLDINGS

CONDUIT RE HOLDINGS

CONDUIT RE HOLDINGS

EXXONMOBIL

EXXONMOBIL

EXXONMOBIL

GAMES WORKSHOP

GAMES WORKSHOP

GAMES WORKSHOP

GLENCORE

GLENCORE

GLENCORE

SUNCOR ENERGY

SUNCOR ENERGY

SUNCOR ENERGY
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Engagements in focusEngagements in focus

BPBP

BP is a long-term holding for Ruffer, andBP is a long-term holding for Ruffer, and  

we have long engaged with the company,we have long engaged with the company,  

addressing both the company’s role in theaddressing both the company’s role in the  

energy transition and other social andenergy transition and other social and  

governance issues. BP has a stated goal ofgovernance issues. BP has a stated goal of  

transitioning from an integrated oiltransitioning from an integrated oil  

company to an integrated energy company,company to an integrated energy company,  

which means it will be vertically andwhich means it will be vertically and  

horizontally integrated across the energyhorizontally integrated across the energy  

value chain. It aims to deliver both fossilvalue chain. It aims to deliver both fossil  

fuel and renewable energy to wholesale andfuel and renewable energy to wholesale and  

retail clients. The question we – and othersretail clients. The question we – and others  

– have is whether this endeavour will create– have is whether this endeavour will create  

or destroy value for shareholders.or destroy value for shareholders.

READ MORE

BP in focus

EXXONMOBILEXXONMOBIL

ExxonMobil is an integrated oil companyExxonMobil is an integrated oil company  

(or oil major). Ruffer holds a position in(or oil major). Ruffer holds a position in  

Exxon for two reasons: on aExxon for two reasons: on a  

macroeconomic basis, we wanted exposuremacroeconomic basis, we wanted exposure  

to oil, given its links to GDP growth; and,to oil, given its links to GDP growth; and,  

on the fundamentals, we have conviction inon the fundamentals, we have conviction in  

the Exxon management team and itsthe Exxon management team and its  

strategies.strategies.

READ MORE

ExxonMobil in focus

GLENCOREGLENCORE

As a multinational metals and miningAs a multinational metals and mining  

company, Glencore is no stranger tocompany, Glencore is no stranger to  

questions about its operations inquestions about its operations in  

developing regions. In late 2023, variousdeveloping regions. In late 2023, various  

non-governmental organisations (NGOs)non-governmental organisations (NGOs)  

published three reports on Glencore’spublished three reports on Glencore’s  

mining activities in Peru and Colombia.mining activities in Peru and Colombia.  

They contained allegations ranging fromThey contained allegations ranging from  

soil and water pollution to landsoil and water pollution to land  

dispossession, involuntary displacementdispossession, involuntary displacement  

and resettlement. Although the humanand resettlement. Although the human  

rights, labour and environmental concernsrights, labour and environmental concerns  

in these regions are well known, thein these regions are well known, the  

publication of these reports and thepublication of these reports and the  

breadth of the topics raised prompted us tobreadth of the topics raised prompted us to  

contact the company to discuss them. Wecontact the company to discuss them. We  

also took the opportunity to follow up onalso took the opportunity to follow up on  

aspects of our last meeting on Glencore’saspects of our last meeting on Glencore’s  

corporate strategy.corporate strategy.

READ MORE

Glencore in focus
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Charity Assets TrustCharity Assets Trust

The fund’s carbon footprint

ESG ratings

Catholic screen results

The fund’s carbon footprintThe fund’s carbon footprint

One of the tools we use to inform our approach to carbon-intensive businesses, including fossilOne of the tools we use to inform our approach to carbon-intensive businesses, including fossil  

fuel companies, is monitoring the carbon footprint of the fund. fuel companies, is monitoring the carbon footprint of the fund. 

We calculate the weighted average carbon intensity of the fund on an ongoing basis. ThisWe calculate the weighted average carbon intensity of the fund on an ongoing basis. This  

metric, recommended by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, measures ametric, recommended by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, measures a  

portfolio’s exposure to carbon-intensive companies. portfolio’s exposure to carbon-intensive companies. 

It allows for decomposition and attribution analysis, meaning that we can identify the largestIt allows for decomposition and attribution analysis, meaning that we can identify the largest  

company contributors to this metric. We use this to inform our management of the fund andcompany contributors to this metric. We use this to inform our management of the fund and  

our subsequent engagements with companies.our subsequent engagements with companies.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE CARBON INTENSITY %WEIGHTED AVERAGE CARBON INTENSITY %

Source: MSCI ESG research, Ruffer calculations, data as at 31 March 2024Source: MSCI ESG research, Ruffer calculations, data as at 31 March 2024
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ESG RATING OF HOLDINGS WITHIN THE CHARITY ASSETS TRUSTESG RATING OF HOLDINGS WITHIN THE CHARITY ASSETS TRUST

Source: MSCI ESG Research as at 31 March 2024. Totals may not equal 100 due to roundingSource: MSCI ESG Research as at 31 March 2024. Totals may not equal 100 due to rounding

ESG ratingsESG ratings

The overall ESG rating ascribed by MSCI ESG Research to a company is just one of theThe overall ESG rating ascribed by MSCI ESG Research to a company is just one of the  

additional responsible investment inputs we consider when assessing the merits of anadditional responsible investment inputs we consider when assessing the merits of an  

investment case. It provides a quantitative proxy by which to measure improvement. investment case. It provides a quantitative proxy by which to measure improvement. 

The rating is not absolute; rather, it is relative to the standards and performance of aThe rating is not absolute; rather, it is relative to the standards and performance of a  

company’s industry peers. It is used to help ensure that as far as possible the fund invests incompany’s industry peers. It is used to help ensure that as far as possible the fund invests in  

companies which are considered ‘best in class’ within their sector. Additionally, there are somecompanies which are considered ‘best in class’ within their sector. Additionally, there are some  

portfolio companies that are not rated by MSCI; these are primarily our listed impact andportfolio companies that are not rated by MSCI; these are primarily our listed impact and  

energy investment trusts. energy investment trusts. 

Crucially, we do not use this metric as a hard block. Rather, it is used as a flag to help guide ourCrucially, we do not use this metric as a hard block. Rather, it is used as a flag to help guide our  

investment decision making and engagement activities. This allows us to do our own analysisinvestment decision making and engagement activities. This allows us to do our own analysis  

on the investment case, rather than being entirely reliant on rigid metrics that may not reflecton the investment case, rather than being entirely reliant on rigid metrics that may not reflect  

a company’s evolution. Please see the previous section for examples of this in action. a company’s evolution. Please see the previous section for examples of this in action. 

Catholic screen resultsCatholic screen results

At the end of each quarter, we run the fund’s equity holdings through MSCI ESG ResearchAt the end of each quarter, we run the fund’s equity holdings through MSCI ESG Research  

Manager (our third party ethical screening provider).Manager (our third party ethical screening provider).

This report highlights the proportion of the fund that would have been in breach if the fundThis report highlights the proportion of the fund that would have been in breach if the fund  

applied a Catholic faith-based screen. The screen used is as follows.applied a Catholic faith-based screen. The screen used is as follows.

As the end of the latest quarter there were six companies that breached any of these screens.As the end of the latest quarter there were six companies that breached any of these screens.
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Therefore, as of 31 March a total of 1.71% of the total fund’s holding would have been excludedTherefore, as of 31 March a total of 1.71% of the total fund’s holding would have been excluded  

had the fund applied the screen.had the fund applied the screen.

This chart documents how this has changed over the past 12 months.This chart documents how this has changed over the past 12 months.
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About RufferAbout Ruffer

OUR AIM IS TO DELIVER CONSISTENT POSITIVE RETURNS — WHATEVER HAPPENS IN FINANCIAL MARKETSOUR AIM IS TO DELIVER CONSISTENT POSITIVE RETURNS — WHATEVER HAPPENS IN FINANCIAL MARKETS

To invest well, we need to take on risk. With risk comes great responsibility.To invest well, we need to take on risk. With risk comes great responsibility.

Our preoccupation is with not losing money, rather than charging headlong for growth. It’s by putting safety first that we have made good money for our clients.Our preoccupation is with not losing money, rather than charging headlong for growth. It’s by putting safety first that we have made good money for our clients.  

Through boomand bust. For over 28 years. If we keep doing our job well, we will protect our clients’ capital – and increase its real value.Through boomand bust. For over 28 years. If we keep doing our job well, we will protect our clients’ capital – and increase its real value.

We believe that investing responsibly will lead to better long-term outcomes for our clientsWe believe that investing responsibly will lead to better long-term outcomes for our clients

ESG factors form one part of our fundamental analysis. We have a collaborative research process between the research analysts, members of the responsibleESG factors form one part of our fundamental analysis. We have a collaborative research process between the research analysts, members of the responsible  

investment team, and responsible investment specialists. To fulfil our duty to act as responsible stewards of our clients’ assets, we use our judgement to determineinvestment team, and responsible investment specialists. To fulfil our duty to act as responsible stewards of our clients’ assets, we use our judgement to determine  

when to engage and how to vote at shareholder meetings to best protect the economic interests of our clients, while remaining cognisant of the impact on allwhen to engage and how to vote at shareholder meetings to best protect the economic interests of our clients, while remaining cognisant of the impact on all  

stakeholders. Engagement with the companies we invest in not only gives us an opportunity to deepen our understanding of the business, but also is an effectivestakeholders. Engagement with the companies we invest in not only gives us an opportunity to deepen our understanding of the business, but also is an effective  

tool to achieve meaningful change.tool to achieve meaningful change.

Our responsible investment frameworkOur responsible investment framework
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This publication has been prepared on behalf of Ruffer LLP (‘Ruffer’) for information purposes only and is not a solicitation, or an offer, to buyThis publication has been prepared on behalf of Ruffer LLP (‘Ruffer’) for information purposes only and is not a solicitation, or an offer, to buy  

or sell any financial instrument, to participate in any trading strategy or to vote in a specific way. The information contained in thisor sell any financial instrument, to participate in any trading strategy or to vote in a specific way. The information contained in this  

document does not constitute investment advice, investment research or a personal recommendation and should not be used as the basis ofdocument does not constitute investment advice, investment research or a personal recommendation and should not be used as the basis of  

any investment decision. This publication reflects Ruffer’s actions in 2023 and opinions at the date of publication only, and the opinions areany investment decision. This publication reflects Ruffer’s actions in 2023 and opinions at the date of publication only, and the opinions are  

subject to change without notice.subject to change without notice.

Information contained in this publication has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable but it has not been independentlyInformation contained in this publication has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable but it has not been independently  

verified; no representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness, no reliance should be placed on it and no liability is accepted or anyverified; no representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness, no reliance should be placed on it and no liability is accepted or any  

loss arising from reliance on it. Nothing herein excludes or restricts any duty or liability to a customer which Ruffer has under the Financialloss arising from reliance on it. Nothing herein excludes or restricts any duty or liability to a customer which Ruffer has under the Financial  

Services and Markets Act 2000 or under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority.Services and Markets Act 2000 or under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority.

Ruffer, its affiliates, any of its or their officers, directors or employees and its clients may have a position, or engage in transactions, in any ofRuffer, its affiliates, any of its or their officers, directors or employees and its clients may have a position, or engage in transactions, in any of  

the financial instruments mentioned herein. Ruffer may do business with companies mentioned in this publication.the financial instruments mentioned herein. Ruffer may do business with companies mentioned in this publication.

Ruffer LLP is a limited liability partnership, registered in England with registration number OC305288. The firm’s principal place of businessRuffer LLP is a limited liability partnership, registered in England with registration number OC305288. The firm’s principal place of business  

and registered office is 80 Victoria Street, London SW1E 5JL. This financial promotion is issued by Ruffer LLP, which is authorised andand registered office is 80 Victoria Street, London SW1E 5JL. This financial promotion is issued by Ruffer LLP, which is authorised and  

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK and is registered as an investment adviser with the US Securities Exchangeregulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK and is registered as an investment adviser with the US Securities Exchange  

Commission (SEC). Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or training. © Ruffer LLP April 2024Commission (SEC). Registration with the SEC does not imply a certain level of skill or training. © Ruffer LLP April 2024

For US investors: Ruffer LLC is the distributor for Ruffer LLP, serving as the marketing affiliate to introduce eligible investors to Ruffer LLP.For US investors: Ruffer LLC is the distributor for Ruffer LLP, serving as the marketing affiliate to introduce eligible investors to Ruffer LLP.  

Securities offered through Ruffer LLC, Member FINRA. More information about Ruffer LLC is available atSecurities offered through Ruffer LLC, Member FINRA. More information about Ruffer LLC is available at  BrokerCheck by FINRABrokerCheck by FINRA.. Any Any  

enclosed or attached statements or material is for institutional investor use only and eligible institutions are those defined as Institutionalenclosed or attached statements or material is for institutional investor use only and eligible institutions are those defined as Institutional  

Accounts under FINRA Rules and is not intended to be, nor shall it be construed as legal, tax or investment advice or as an offer, or theAccounts under FINRA Rules and is not intended to be, nor shall it be construed as legal, tax or investment advice or as an offer, or the  

solicitation of any offer, to buy or sell any securities.solicitation of any offer, to buy or sell any securities.

Any enclosed or attached material is provided for informational purposes only as of the date hereof and is subject to change without notice.Any enclosed or attached material is provided for informational purposes only as of the date hereof and is subject to change without notice.  

Ruffer LLC is generally compensated by Ruffer LLP for finding investors for the respective Ruffer LLP funds it represents. Ruffer LLP is aRuffer LLC is generally compensated by Ruffer LLP for finding investors for the respective Ruffer LLP funds it represents. Ruffer LLP is a  

registered investment adviser advising the respective Ruffer LLP funds, and is responsible for handling investor acceptance. Any informationregistered investment adviser advising the respective Ruffer LLP funds, and is responsible for handling investor acceptance. Any information  

contained herein, including investment returns, valuations, and strategies, has been supplied by the funds to Ruffer LLC and, althoughcontained herein, including investment returns, valuations, and strategies, has been supplied by the funds to Ruffer LLC and, although  

believed to be reliable, has not been independently verified and cannot be guaranteed. Ruffer LLC makes no representations or warrantiesbelieved to be reliable, has not been independently verified and cannot be guaranteed. Ruffer LLC makes no representations or warranties  

as to the accuracy, validity, or completeness of such information. No representation or assurance is made that any fund will or is likely toas to the accuracy, validity, or completeness of such information. No representation or assurance is made that any fund will or is likely to  

achieve its objectives, benchmarks or that any investor will or is likely to achieve a profit or will be able to avoid incurring substantial losses.achieve its objectives, benchmarks or that any investor will or is likely to achieve a profit or will be able to avoid incurring substantial losses.  

Past performance is no guarantee or indication of future results. Ruffer LLC is doing business as Ruffer North America LLC in New York. Past performance is no guarantee or indication of future results. Ruffer LLC is doing business as Ruffer North America LLC in New York. 

https://brokercheck.finra.org/firm/summary/322523
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ARCELORMITTALARCELORMITTAL

A meeting with the Head of Investor Relations, the ESG Investor Relations Manager and the Vice President, CorporateA meeting with the Head of Investor Relations, the ESG Investor Relations Manager and the Vice President, Corporate  

Communications and Corporate ResponsibilityCommunications and Corporate Responsibility

Topics – energy transition; health and safetyTopics – energy transition; health and safety

  

ObjectiveObjective

Energy transition – to investigate what the company sees as presenting bottlenecks, costs and challenges to decarbonisation, and how these areEnergy transition – to investigate what the company sees as presenting bottlenecks, costs and challenges to decarbonisation, and how these are  

evolving; to get an update on how ArcelorMittal is progressing on setting science-based targets.evolving; to get an update on how ArcelorMittal is progressing on setting science-based targets.

Health and safety – to ask for updates on the independent safety review after the Kazakhstan mine explosion last year and on the independent inquiryHealth and safety – to ask for updates on the independent safety review after the Kazakhstan mine explosion last year and on the independent inquiry  

into the explosion; to hear the latest on safety performance across the company, excluding the Kazakhstan explosion; to push for more granularinto the explosion; to hear the latest on safety performance across the company, excluding the Kazakhstan explosion; to push for more granular  

disclosure of safety performance at the asset and business segment level.disclosure of safety performance at the asset and business segment level.

OutcomeOutcome

Energy transition – ArcelorMittal cited as barriers to decarbonisation the availability and price of clean energy, scrap metal and production needsEnergy transition – ArcelorMittal cited as barriers to decarbonisation the availability and price of clean energy, scrap metal and production needs  

from existing infrastructure, noting that the volume and cost of such energy are still prohibitive. The company maintains it is laser focused on costfrom existing infrastructure, noting that the volume and cost of such energy are still prohibitive. The company maintains it is laser focused on cost  

competitiveness, with economic sustainability an important consideration. On science-based target setting, ArcelorMittal highlighted the need forcompetitiveness, with economic sustainability an important consideration. On science-based target setting, ArcelorMittal highlighted the need for  

regional pathways for the sector which the Science Based Targets initiative has acknowledged. The company wants its target setting to be credible andregional pathways for the sector which the Science Based Targets initiative has acknowledged. The company wants its target setting to be credible and  

sees more value in explaining why it can’t currently set science-based targets.sees more value in explaining why it can’t currently set science-based targets.

Health and safety – A company-wide health and safety audit has begun that is comprehensive in both scale and scope. A report should be publishedHealth and safety – A company-wide health and safety audit has begun that is comprehensive in both scale and scope. A report should be published  

towards the end of this year. The company cannot provide any further details on the safety review of the Kazakhstan mine, as the mine has been soldtowards the end of this year. The company cannot provide any further details on the safety review of the Kazakhstan mine, as the mine has been sold  

to the government. ArcelorMittal confirmed that, excluding the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) region, its health and safety record overto the government. ArcelorMittal confirmed that, excluding the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) region, its health and safety record over  

the period had been excellent.the period had been excellent.

NextNext  stepssteps

The Climate Action 100+ working group and Ruffer continue our discussion with ArcelorMittal on transition pathways for the steel sector. We thinkThe Climate Action 100+ working group and Ruffer continue our discussion with ArcelorMittal on transition pathways for the steel sector. We think  

ArcelorMittal could improve its reporting and disclosure, not only providing more granular, asset level information but telling a better story inArcelorMittal could improve its reporting and disclosure, not only providing more granular, asset level information but telling a better story in  

relation to its ‘green’ steel production. We await an update from ArcelorMittal on the health and safety audit.relation to its ‘green’ steel production. We await an update from ArcelorMittal on the health and safety audit.

  

ARCELOMITTAL
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BPBP

A meeting with the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the VP Investor Relations, Strategic CommunicationsA meeting with the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the VP Investor Relations, Strategic Communications

Topics – sustainability reportingTopics – sustainability reporting

  

ObjectiveObjective

Sustainability reporting – to request additional reporting on low carbon or transition growth engines and financial reporting by business segment forSustainability reporting – to request additional reporting on low carbon or transition growth engines and financial reporting by business segment for  

greater transparency.greater transparency.

OutcomeOutcome

Sustainability reporting – the CFO clarified that Ruffer is not the only shareholder (or stakeholder) asking BP to give greater insight and perhaps re-Sustainability reporting – the CFO clarified that Ruffer is not the only shareholder (or stakeholder) asking BP to give greater insight and perhaps re-

segment the financial reporting to strip the low-carbon or transition growth engines away from the traditional oil segment. She cautioned that, givensegment the financial reporting to strip the low-carbon or transition growth engines away from the traditional oil segment. She cautioned that, given  

the scale and scope of BP and its existing asset base (some of which will be re-purposed for sustainable aviation fuel or biofuels), the company wouldthe scale and scope of BP and its existing asset base (some of which will be re-purposed for sustainable aviation fuel or biofuels), the company would  

consider this topic over the coming 12 to 18 months before announcing anything to the market.consider this topic over the coming 12 to 18 months before announcing anything to the market.

NextNext  stepssteps

In our next meeting with the company, we plan to clarify some of the points raised by the CFO: the possibility of revised segment reporting; the keyIn our next meeting with the company, we plan to clarify some of the points raised by the CFO: the possibility of revised segment reporting; the key  

performance indicators for measuring the speed and trajectory of the energy transition; and the broad topic of capital allocation – asking how we asperformance indicators for measuring the speed and trajectory of the energy transition; and the broad topic of capital allocation – asking how we as  

shareholders can gain comfort that the board and management are deploying capital in the best interests of the company. Since the CFO met with usshareholders can gain comfort that the board and management are deploying capital in the best interests of the company. Since the CFO met with us  

and other investors, BP has released its annual report materials (reiterating its carbon reduction ambitions) and released additional communicationand other investors, BP has released its annual report materials (reiterating its carbon reduction ambitions) and released additional communication  

which address the points about the likely total returns from renewable assets versus traditional oil and gas assets.which address the points about the likely total returns from renewable assets versus traditional oil and gas assets.

  

A meeting with Investor RelationsA meeting with Investor Relations

Topics – health and safety; energy transition; sustainability reportingTopics – health and safety; energy transition; sustainability reporting

ObjectiveObjective

Health and safety – to understand how the remuneration committee were factoring fatalities into executive compensation; to ask whetherHealth and safety – to understand how the remuneration committee were factoring fatalities into executive compensation; to ask whether  

management are concerned about upticks in safety metrics.management are concerned about upticks in safety metrics.

Energy transition – to question BP’s recent performance against its stated Net Zero aims.Energy transition – to question BP’s recent performance against its stated Net Zero aims.

Sustainability reporting – to reiterate our request for additional disclosure.Sustainability reporting – to reiterate our request for additional disclosure.

  

OutcomeOutcome

Health and safety – the BPX fatality resulted in a five-point downward adjustment to the annual cash bonus plan. BP agreed safety was always aHealth and safety – the BPX fatality resulted in a five-point downward adjustment to the annual cash bonus plan. BP agreed safety was always a  

concern and that it takes time to integrate a new business into BP’s culture and systems. The company is measuring employee engagement throughconcern and that it takes time to integrate a new business into BP’s culture and systems. The company is measuring employee engagement through  

annual surveys and more frequent, sampling-based pulse surveys.annual surveys and more frequent, sampling-based pulse surveys.

Energy transition – BP argued it’s a timing issue, with investments starting to deliver operational efficiency and sustainable emissions reductions. AEnergy transition – BP argued it’s a timing issue, with investments starting to deliver operational efficiency and sustainable emissions reductions. A  

key deliverable for 2023 was moving from a calculated to a measurement approach for methane, which was completed in major facilities and willkey deliverable for 2023 was moving from a calculated to a measurement approach for methane, which was completed in major facilities and will  

result in a more robust estimate.result in a more robust estimate.

Sustainability reporting – BP took our comments on board but had no further updates following our last meeting.Sustainability reporting – BP took our comments on board but had no further updates following our last meeting.

  

NextNext  stepssteps

We look to continue our dialogue with Anja-Isabel Dotzenrath, BP’s Executive Vice-President of gas and low carbon energy. We are keen to exploreWe look to continue our dialogue with Anja-Isabel Dotzenrath, BP’s Executive Vice-President of gas and low carbon energy. We are keen to explore  

further the metrics BP uses to signal and measure the speed of the transition, anything further that can be shared on hurdle rates, carbon pricingfurther the metrics BP uses to signal and measure the speed of the transition, anything further that can be shared on hurdle rates, carbon pricing  

assumptions, capital allocation decisions and maximising value post integration.assumptions, capital allocation decisions and maximising value post integration.

BP
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CONDUIT RE HOLDINGSCONDUIT RE HOLDINGS

A meeting with the Chair and the Chief Executive OfficerA meeting with the Chair and the Chief Executive Officer

Topics – climate change; employee compensation and benefitsTopics – climate change; employee compensation and benefits

  

ObjectiveObjective

Climate change – to discuss how Conduit is assessing its risk exposure given increased weather events and its smaller insured base.Climate change – to discuss how Conduit is assessing its risk exposure given increased weather events and its smaller insured base.

Employee compensation and benefits – to understand if and how the benefits given to employees translated into greater staff retention and higherEmployee compensation and benefits – to understand if and how the benefits given to employees translated into greater staff retention and higher  

productivity.productivity.

  

OutcomeOutcome

Climate change – Conduit argued that, rather than being a ‘dysfunctional’ market, insurance was going through a phase of normalisation, withClimate change – Conduit argued that, rather than being a ‘dysfunctional’ market, insurance was going through a phase of normalisation, with  

insurers adjusting prices and responding more pragmatically to weather and non-weather events. Conduit also made the point that, as a reinsurer, itsinsurers adjusting prices and responding more pragmatically to weather and non-weather events. Conduit also made the point that, as a reinsurer, its  

risk models and tolerance for losses drive which tranche of insurable losses it is prepared to take.risk models and tolerance for losses drive which tranche of insurable losses it is prepared to take.

Employee compensation and benefits – Conduit is a relatively new business, in its growth phase and in some ways still proving its business model. TheEmployee compensation and benefits – Conduit is a relatively new business, in its growth phase and in some ways still proving its business model. The  

CEO suggested we follow up with a member of the HR team to go into further detail on how staff investment is viewed within the company.CEO suggested we follow up with a member of the HR team to go into further detail on how staff investment is viewed within the company.

  

Next stepsNext steps

We plan to continue discussing the company’s corporate social responsibility programme with HR, to understand how or if both charitable giving andWe plan to continue discussing the company’s corporate social responsibility programme with HR, to understand how or if both charitable giving and  

investment in staff contribute to higher productivity or lower costs. Given the likely increase in weather-related events linked to climate change, we willinvestment in staff contribute to higher productivity or lower costs. Given the likely increase in weather-related events linked to climate change, we will  

seek greater insight into Conduit’s risk models to protect against losses and how it invests its capital reserves in line with its corporate objectives.seek greater insight into Conduit’s risk models to protect against losses and how it invests its capital reserves in line with its corporate objectives.

EXXONMOBILEXXONMOBIL

A meeting with Investor Relations and Corporate Strategic Planning Executive, Greenhouse GasesA meeting with Investor Relations and Corporate Strategic Planning Executive, Greenhouse Gases

Topics – carbon emissions; energy transition; shareholder rightsTopics – carbon emissions; energy transition; shareholder rights

  

ObjectiveObjective

Shareholder rights – to understand the legal action Exxon is taking against shareholder activists.Shareholder rights – to understand the legal action Exxon is taking against shareholder activists.

Carbon emissions – to push Exxon to set more stretching Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions reduction targets.Carbon emissions – to push Exxon to set more stretching Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions reduction targets.

Energy transition – to gain insight into Exxon’s entry into lithium carbonate mining and production, and its activities in biofuels, carbon capture,Energy transition – to gain insight into Exxon’s entry into lithium carbonate mining and production, and its activities in biofuels, carbon capture,  

utilisation and storage (CCUS) and plastic recycling.utilisation and storage (CCUS) and plastic recycling.

OutcomeOutcome

Shareholder rights – Exxon felt frustrated by what it perceived to be inconsistent application of US Securities and Exchange Commission rules onShareholder rights – Exxon felt frustrated by what it perceived to be inconsistent application of US Securities and Exchange Commission rules on  

shareholder proposals. To address the inconsistency, Exxon wanted to use the court to determine fair process. It was reiterated that the case was notshareholder proposals. To address the inconsistency, Exxon wanted to use the court to determine fair process. It was reiterated that the case was not  

about stopping legitimate shareholder dissent.about stopping legitimate shareholder dissent.

Carbon emissions – in Exxon’s 2024 Advancing Climate Solutions report, the company shows good progress towards its stated 2030 Scope 1 andCarbon emissions – in Exxon’s 2024 Advancing Climate Solutions report, the company shows good progress towards its stated 2030 Scope 1 and  

Scope 2 greenhouse gas (GHG) intensity targets. Exxon defended its targets, arguing that, with the potential or actual acquisitions of Pioneer NaturalScope 2 greenhouse gas (GHG) intensity targets. Exxon defended its targets, arguing that, with the potential or actual acquisitions of Pioneer Natural  

Resources and Denbury, integration should be completed before refining organisational targets. However, for the Pioneer assets, Exxon confirmed itResources and Denbury, integration should be completed before refining organisational targets. However, for the Pioneer assets, Exxon confirmed it  

had brought forward the ambition to achieve Net Zero Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions by 2050 to 2035.had brought forward the ambition to achieve Net Zero Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions by 2050 to 2035.

Energy transition – ExxonMobil anticipates the proportion of primary energy supply sourced from electrons will rise. Exxon is electrifying its ownEnergy transition – ExxonMobil anticipates the proportion of primary energy supply sourced from electrons will rise. Exxon is electrifying its own  

activities, where economic to do so, but the company is staunch in leveraging its competitive advantages and corporate knowledge in the moleculesactivities, where economic to do so, but the company is staunch in leveraging its competitive advantages and corporate knowledge in the molecules  

business. Its low carbon transition strategy includes reforming plastics, building out biofuels (including sustainable aviation fuel), expanding CCUSbusiness. Its low carbon transition strategy includes reforming plastics, building out biofuels (including sustainable aviation fuel), expanding CCUS  

and, most recently, its intention to supply lithium carbonate for the manufacture of electric vehicles.and, most recently, its intention to supply lithium carbonate for the manufacture of electric vehicles.

Next stepsNext steps

Depending on the agenda at the forthcoming AGM, we may seek further discussions on any contentious resolutions proposed. Absent that, we plan toDepending on the agenda at the forthcoming AGM, we may seek further discussions on any contentious resolutions proposed. Absent that, we plan to  

investigate further topics such as capital allocation (particularly around expected returns or hurdle rates for the low carbon businesses), the scale-upinvestigate further topics such as capital allocation (particularly around expected returns or hurdle rates for the low carbon businesses), the scale-up  

of CCUS given its critical role to remaining within the theoretical global carbon budget and energy scenario and the components which drive the boardof CCUS given its critical role to remaining within the theoretical global carbon budget and energy scenario and the components which drive the board  

in determining strategy to preserve and enhance shareholder value.in determining strategy to preserve and enhance shareholder value.

CONDUIT RE HOLDINGS

EXXONMOBIL
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GAMES WORKSHOPGAMES WORKSHOP

A meeting with the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial OfficerA meeting with the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer

Topics Topics –– succession planning succession planning

  

ObjectiveObjective

Succession planning – to probe the succession plans in light of the CFO stepping down. In our view, it is essential that the company’s culture isSuccession planning – to probe the succession plans in light of the CFO stepping down. In our view, it is essential that the company’s culture is  

preserved, so any replacement at the executive level should be considered carefully.preserved, so any replacement at the executive level should be considered carefully.

OutcomeOutcome

The meeting gave us comfort that preserving the company’s culture is a key consideration in succession planning.The meeting gave us comfort that preserving the company’s culture is a key consideration in succession planning.

Next stepsNext steps

We planned to speak to the Chair of the board to ensure the Nomination Committee (responsible for appointing the executive team) was equallyWe planned to speak to the Chair of the board to ensure the Nomination Committee (responsible for appointing the executive team) was equally  

cognisant of the importance of the company’s culture in its decision-making.cognisant of the importance of the company’s culture in its decision-making.

  

A meeting with the ChairA meeting with the Chair

Topics – succession planningTopics – succession planning

ObjectiveObjective

Succession planning – to ensure the Nomination Committee (responsible for appointing the executive team) is equally cognisant of the importance ofSuccession planning – to ensure the Nomination Committee (responsible for appointing the executive team) is equally cognisant of the importance of  

the company’s culture in its decision-making.the company’s culture in its decision-making.

OutcomeOutcome

The meeting gave us comfort that preserving the company’s culture is a key consideration in succession planning.The meeting gave us comfort that preserving the company’s culture is a key consideration in succession planning.

Next stepsNext steps

We will monitor progress on finding a suitable replacement who will be able to preserve the company’s culture.We will monitor progress on finding a suitable replacement who will be able to preserve the company’s culture.

  

GAMES WORKSHOP
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GLENCOREGLENCORE

A meeting with the Head of Sustainable Development and the Head of Investor Relations and CommunicationsA meeting with the Head of Sustainable Development and the Head of Investor Relations and Communications

Topics – Human labour rights; energy transition; stakeholder managementTopics – Human labour rights; energy transition; stakeholder management

ObjectiveObjective

Human labour rights – to discuss two recent reports from non-government organisations which raised a slew of environmental and social issues, andHuman labour rights – to discuss two recent reports from non-government organisations which raised a slew of environmental and social issues, and  

the company’s response, if any.the company’s response, if any.

Energy transition – to discuss the use of an internal carbon price and marginal abatement cost curves, the cost of capital and the portfolio’s resilienceEnergy transition – to discuss the use of an internal carbon price and marginal abatement cost curves, the cost of capital and the portfolio’s resilience  

to climate change.to climate change.

Stakeholder management – to discuss how Glencore was incorporating shareholder feedback into its next Climate Report.Stakeholder management – to discuss how Glencore was incorporating shareholder feedback into its next Climate Report.

  

OutcomeOutcome

Human labour rights – in both cases, Glencore asserted the issues raised were well known and reported in the past. That said, Glencore confirmed itHuman labour rights – in both cases, Glencore asserted the issues raised were well known and reported in the past. That said, Glencore confirmed it  

will meet with CooperAcción to discuss elements of the report.will meet with CooperAcción to discuss elements of the report.

Energy transition – Glencore publishes a marginal abatement cost curve but said it would not disclose internal carbon price assumptions, nor wouldEnergy transition – Glencore publishes a marginal abatement cost curve but said it would not disclose internal carbon price assumptions, nor would  

it elaborate on aspects of cost of capital. In terms of portfolio resilience and economic value added, Glencore accepts that, in any scenario, demandit elaborate on aspects of cost of capital. In terms of portfolio resilience and economic value added, Glencore accepts that, in any scenario, demand  

will decline for coal but rise for transitional metals.will decline for coal but rise for transitional metals.

Stakeholder management – Glencore reviewed shareholder feedback, undertook a benchmarking exercise and considered current and expectedStakeholder management – Glencore reviewed shareholder feedback, undertook a benchmarking exercise and considered current and expected  

regulation. With increased focus on the metals recycling business and overall transparency of approach, Glencore said it thinks the updated plan, dueregulation. With increased focus on the metals recycling business and overall transparency of approach, Glencore said it thinks the updated plan, due  

to be published in March 2024, will meet the expectations of most shareholders.to be published in March 2024, will meet the expectations of most shareholders.

  

NextNext  stepssteps

We plan to wait until details become clear on Glencore’s acquisition of Teck Resources and the subsequent demerger of the company’s coal assets. WeWe plan to wait until details become clear on Glencore’s acquisition of Teck Resources and the subsequent demerger of the company’s coal assets. We  

may undertake further engagement with the company focused on Net Zero once its Climate Transition Action Plan is published.may undertake further engagement with the company focused on Net Zero once its Climate Transition Action Plan is published.

  

GLENCORE
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SUNCOR ENERGYSUNCOR ENERGY

A meeting with Investor RelationsA meeting with Investor Relations

Topics – energy transition; sustainability reporting; health and safety; stakeholder managementTopics – energy transition; sustainability reporting; health and safety; stakeholder management

  

ObjectiveObjective

Energy transition – to discuss the company’s progress on carbon capture and how it is considering marginal abatement cost curves within capitalEnergy transition – to discuss the company’s progress on carbon capture and how it is considering marginal abatement cost curves within capital  

allocation decisions.allocation decisions.

Sustainability reporting – to ask whether the company will report nature-related financial information in line with Taskforce on Nature-relatedSustainability reporting – to ask whether the company will report nature-related financial information in line with Taskforce on Nature-related  

Financial Disclosures (TNFD) recommendations.Financial Disclosures (TNFD) recommendations.

Health and safety – to explore the company’s stellar safety performance over the past year and understand what drove the improvement.Health and safety – to explore the company’s stellar safety performance over the past year and understand what drove the improvement.

Stakeholder management – to understand how the company was engaging with the community about, and addressing any objections to, a proposedStakeholder management – to understand how the company was engaging with the community about, and addressing any objections to, a proposed  

pipeline to transport captured carbon dioxide as a component of the Pathways Alliance CCUS project.pipeline to transport captured carbon dioxide as a component of the Pathways Alliance CCUS project.

OutcomeOutcome

Energy transition – Suncor is active in hydrogen production, biofuels, combined heat and power and operational efficiency (extracting more finalEnergy transition – Suncor is active in hydrogen production, biofuels, combined heat and power and operational efficiency (extracting more final  

product with lower inputs). However, decarbonising the core business is the challenge, and successful deployment of CCUS is critical to the company’sproduct with lower inputs). However, decarbonising the core business is the challenge, and successful deployment of CCUS is critical to the company’s  

transition strategy.transition strategy.

Sustainability reporting – Suncor currently prepares a detailed sustainability report and disclosures, which cover nature and biodiversity, and theSustainability reporting – Suncor currently prepares a detailed sustainability report and disclosures, which cover nature and biodiversity, and the  

company confirmed its intent to publish a TNFD report by 2026.company confirmed its intent to publish a TNFD report by 2026.

Health and safety – we gained additional conviction that the recently appointed CEO is executing his plan to revitalise a poorly performing business,Health and safety – we gained additional conviction that the recently appointed CEO is executing his plan to revitalise a poorly performing business,  

as measured by safety performance, organisational culture, operational efficiency and capital allocation.as measured by safety performance, organisational culture, operational efficiency and capital allocation.

Stakeholder management – Suncor assured us that the pipeline project has support from local communities, given Canada’s established agreementsStakeholder management – Suncor assured us that the pipeline project has support from local communities, given Canada’s established agreements  

with traditional owners, and their longstanding relationships with and proactive inclusion of stakeholder groups in the planning of operations. Inwith traditional owners, and their longstanding relationships with and proactive inclusion of stakeholder groups in the planning of operations. In  

other words, we gained comfort that free, prior and informed consent of the local people had been obtained.other words, we gained comfort that free, prior and informed consent of the local people had been obtained.

NextNext  stepssteps

Given the recent legislative and regulatory changes, we will be seeking some milestones from Suncor and monitoring its progress towards theGiven the recent legislative and regulatory changes, we will be seeking some milestones from Suncor and monitoring its progress towards the  

deployment of CCUS.deployment of CCUS.

SUNCOR ENERGY
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BPBP

We started the meeting addressing shorter-term matters. BP’s Whiting refinery is one of six remaining in its portfolio and processesWe started the meeting addressing shorter-term matters. BP’s Whiting refinery is one of six remaining in its portfolio and processes  

nearly half a million barrels of crude oil per day. A power failure at the beginning of February meant the refinery had to be shut down,nearly half a million barrels of crude oil per day. A power failure at the beginning of February meant the refinery had to be shut down,  

leading to loss of earnings and potential increased costs. It can take many weeks to restart the asset safely, and it had only just comeleading to loss of earnings and potential increased costs. It can take many weeks to restart the asset safely, and it had only just come  

back online. In 2023, BP agreed to pay a $40 million fine and spend $200 million on pollution control, given a finding from the USback online. In 2023, BP agreed to pay a $40 million fine and spend $200 million on pollution control, given a finding from the US  

Environmental Protection Agency that the refinery had violated air pollution standards. We asked if the power failure and theEnvironmental Protection Agency that the refinery had violated air pollution standards. We asked if the power failure and the  

requirement to install additional pollution ‘scrubbing’ equipment were related. BP had completed an internal root and branch review ofrequirement to install additional pollution ‘scrubbing’ equipment were related. BP had completed an internal root and branch review of  

the event and confirmed the issues were unrelated.the event and confirmed the issues were unrelated.

Health and safety was discussed, given one fatality in the BPX business and two in BP’s recently acquired TravelCenters of America. WeHealth and safety was discussed, given one fatality in the BPX business and two in BP’s recently acquired TravelCenters of America. We  

asked how the remuneration committee was factoring the fatalities into executive pay. The company explained that the BPX fatalityasked how the remuneration committee was factoring the fatalities into executive pay. The company explained that the BPX fatality  

resulted in a five-point downward adjustment to the annual cash bonus plan. The TravelCenters fatalities occurred before the acquisitionresulted in a five-point downward adjustment to the annual cash bonus plan. The TravelCenters fatalities occurred before the acquisition  

closed. As BP didn’t have operational control, it was argued that management should not be penalised for those fatalities. More broadly,closed. As BP didn’t have operational control, it was argued that management should not be penalised for those fatalities. More broadly,  

while Tier 1 and 2 process safety events improved, there was an uptick in recordable injuries, and we asked if this trend worriedwhile Tier 1 and 2 process safety events improved, there was an uptick in recordable injuries, and we asked if this trend worried  

management. BP agreed safety was always a concern and that it takes time to integrate a new business into BP’s culture and systems.management. BP agreed safety was always a concern and that it takes time to integrate a new business into BP’s culture and systems.  

The company is measuring employee engagement through annual surveys and more frequent, sampling-based pulse surveys.The company is measuring employee engagement through annual surveys and more frequent, sampling-based pulse surveys.

The conversation then moved onto performance against BP’s Net Zero targets. After delivering good progress in the first year, the trendThe conversation then moved onto performance against BP’s Net Zero targets. After delivering good progress in the first year, the trend  

across Aims 1 to 4 (Net Zero operations, Net Zero production, Net Zero sales and methane reduction) appeared to have deteriorated oracross Aims 1 to 4 (Net Zero operations, Net Zero production, Net Zero sales and methane reduction) appeared to have deteriorated or  

flatlined. BP argued it’s a timing issue and that investments are starting to deliver operational efficiency and sustainable emissionsflatlined. BP argued it’s a timing issue and that investments are starting to deliver operational efficiency and sustainable emissions  

reductions. A key deliverable for 2023 was moving from a calculated to a measurement approach for methane, which has been completedreductions. A key deliverable for 2023 was moving from a calculated to a measurement approach for methane, which has been completed  

in major facilities and will result in a more robust estimate. BP remains confident it can reach its stated aims.in major facilities and will result in a more robust estimate. BP remains confident it can reach its stated aims.

We revisited questions we had posed to BP’s CFO earlier in the quarter – whether BP would consider re-segmenting financial reportingWe revisited questions we had posed to BP’s CFO earlier in the quarter – whether BP would consider re-segmenting financial reporting  

to allow investors improved insight into the low carbon and transition growth engines relative to the traditional oil and gas businessto allow investors improved insight into the low carbon and transition growth engines relative to the traditional oil and gas business  

and whether BP could provide additional disclosure on its expected returns from renewable energy, presenting them like other reportingand whether BP could provide additional disclosure on its expected returns from renewable energy, presenting them like other reporting  

segments. On the former, there were no further updates, but the message had been heard. On the latter, the company highlighted itssegments. On the former, there were no further updates, but the message had been heard. On the latter, the company highlighted its  

discipline in committing capital to projects and businesses that would meet its hurdle rates, citing its decision to walk away from a USdiscipline in committing capital to projects and businesses that would meet its hurdle rates, citing its decision to walk away from a US  

wind asset.wind asset.

This turned into a broader discussion about strategy and the apparent tension between shareholders who wish BP would drive harder onThis turned into a broader discussion about strategy and the apparent tension between shareholders who wish BP would drive harder on  

renewables and those who question its organisational strength, competitive advantage, financial position and ability to allocate capitalrenewables and those who question its organisational strength, competitive advantage, financial position and ability to allocate capital  

away from oil and gas. BP quite rightly noted this tension is not new, arguing that the shift from origination to delivery is key toaway from oil and gas. BP quite rightly noted this tension is not new, arguing that the shift from origination to delivery is key to  

convincing all stakeholders BP is on the right track. It was firmly of the opinion that ‘electrify everything’ will disrupt demand for oil andconvincing all stakeholders BP is on the right track. It was firmly of the opinion that ‘electrify everything’ will disrupt demand for oil and  

gas and there was a strong argument to build out the pipeline for wind energy in particular, but also for green hydrogen, biogas and co-gas and there was a strong argument to build out the pipeline for wind energy in particular, but also for green hydrogen, biogas and co-

processing sustainable aviation fuel. BP sees renewable energy investment as an enabler that can be integrated with existing businessesprocessing sustainable aviation fuel. BP sees renewable energy investment as an enabler that can be integrated with existing businesses  

to help decarbonise and believes the market will reward business models that are capital light.to help decarbonise and believes the market will reward business models that are capital light.

In response to the argument that BP should stick to what it knows, it argues the soft skills are just as important as the hard skills.In response to the argument that BP should stick to what it knows, it argues the soft skills are just as important as the hard skills.  

Culture, experience working in difficult environments (such as offshore), access to technology, negotiating big contracts and the abilityCulture, experience working in difficult environments (such as offshore), access to technology, negotiating big contracts and the ability  

to partner with the large industrial and manufacturing players all contribute to successfully preserving and creating shareholder value.to partner with the large industrial and manufacturing players all contribute to successfully preserving and creating shareholder value.  

These are all areas where BP has proper strengths. A real focus on integration is the value proposition, across the value chain.These are all areas where BP has proper strengths. A real focus on integration is the value proposition, across the value chain.

We closed by asking if we could have a follow up meeting with Anja-Isabel Dotzenrath, BP’s Executive Vice-President of gas and lowWe closed by asking if we could have a follow up meeting with Anja-Isabel Dotzenrath, BP’s Executive Vice-President of gas and low  

carbon energy, given her expertise and knowledge of the renewable energy space. We met her in the early days of BP’s ‘performing whilecarbon energy, given her expertise and knowledge of the renewable energy space. We met her in the early days of BP’s ‘performing while  

transforming’ strategy, where it was apparent she had influenced strategy and investment. We are keen to explore further the metricstransforming’ strategy, where it was apparent she had influenced strategy and investment. We are keen to explore further the metrics  

BP uses to signal and measure the speed of the transition, anything more that can be shared about hurdle rates, carbon pricingBP uses to signal and measure the speed of the transition, anything more that can be shared about hurdle rates, carbon pricing  

assumptions, capital allocation decisions and maximising value post integration.assumptions, capital allocation decisions and maximising value post integration.

BP in focus
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Exxon made headlines earlier this year on reports that it had taken legal action against two shareholder activist groups, Arjuna CapitalExxon made headlines earlier this year on reports that it had taken legal action against two shareholder activist groups, Arjuna Capital  

and Follow This, over a proposed shareholder resolution related to Scope 3 carbon emissions. The activists were pushing the company toand Follow This, over a proposed shareholder resolution related to Scope 3 carbon emissions. The activists were pushing the company to  

set a medium-term reduction target covering greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the use of its energy products that is consistentset a medium-term reduction target covering greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the use of its energy products that is consistent  

with the goal of the Paris Climate Agreement. The resolution was withdrawn once Exxon launched legal action. In effect, if successfulwith the goal of the Paris Climate Agreement. The resolution was withdrawn once Exxon launched legal action. In effect, if successful  

this resolution would have required Exxon to cut production, reducing both cash flow and potentially shareholder value.this resolution would have required Exxon to cut production, reducing both cash flow and potentially shareholder value.

In our discussion, Exxon advanced two arguments. Firstly, it felt shareholders had already been given a voice on Scope 3 emissions andIn our discussion, Exxon advanced two arguments. Firstly, it felt shareholders had already been given a voice on Scope 3 emissions and  

had overwhelmingly supported its strategy. When an almost identical proposal had been tabled at the 2023 AGM, 89.5% of shareholdershad overwhelmingly supported its strategy. When an almost identical proposal had been tabled at the 2023 AGM, 89.5% of shareholders  

supported management. In 2022, 72.9% of shareholders voted against a proposal asking the company to adopt medium and long-termsupported management. In 2022, 72.9% of shareholders voted against a proposal asking the company to adopt medium and long-term  

GHG emissions targets. Secondly, Exxon’s lawsuit is intended to seek clarity and consistency on the US Securities and ExchangeGHG emissions targets. Secondly, Exxon’s lawsuit is intended to seek clarity and consistency on the US Securities and Exchange  

Commission’s process for approving shareholder-led proposals, not to stifle shareholders’ right to submit proposals.Commission’s process for approving shareholder-led proposals, not to stifle shareholders’ right to submit proposals.

Whilst we have reservations about the effectiveness of Scope 3 emissions targets for oil companies, we asked if Exxon considered itsWhilst we have reservations about the effectiveness of Scope 3 emissions targets for oil companies, we asked if Exxon considered its  

2030 Scope 1 and 2 targets to be sufficiently stretching, given the progress it has made so far, or would it consider a more aggressive2030 Scope 1 and 2 targets to be sufficiently stretching, given the progress it has made so far, or would it consider a more aggressive  

goal. Exxon countered that a reassessment of targets would only be appropriate once it had completed the integration of Denbury andgoal. Exxon countered that a reassessment of targets would only be appropriate once it had completed the integration of Denbury and  

Pioneer Natural Resources.Pioneer Natural Resources.

We also spoke to Exxon about its methane emissions. Since our previous discussion, the company has joined the UN Oil & Gas MethaneWe also spoke to Exxon about its methane emissions. Since our previous discussion, the company has joined the UN Oil & Gas Methane  

Partnership 2.0 (a commitment to a comprehensive measurement-based reporting framework). This is in addition to supporting thePartnership 2.0 (a commitment to a comprehensive measurement-based reporting framework). This is in addition to supporting the  

Global Methane Pledge and the Aiming for Zero Methane Emissions Initiative. Exxon has also provided additional detail in itsGlobal Methane Pledge and the Aiming for Zero Methane Emissions Initiative. Exxon has also provided additional detail in its  

sustainability reporting about the tools and techniques it will employ to reduce methane emissions intensity, such as satellite and othersustainability reporting about the tools and techniques it will employ to reduce methane emissions intensity, such as satellite and other  

remote sensing, in situ ground-based monitoring and eliminating routine flaring in its Permian Basin operations.remote sensing, in situ ground-based monitoring and eliminating routine flaring in its Permian Basin operations.

In light of the political risk associated with the upcoming US election, we asked how the company was positioned in relation to potentialIn light of the political risk associated with the upcoming US election, we asked how the company was positioned in relation to potential  

changes to the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) as well as the potential to encourage further oil extraction. The IRA contains provisionschanges to the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) as well as the potential to encourage further oil extraction. The IRA contains provisions  

which promote investment in carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS) and financial incentives for domestic manufacturers towhich promote investment in carbon capture, utilisation and storage (CCUS) and financial incentives for domestic manufacturers to  

source inputs domestically. Exxon’s abatement curve indicates CCUS offers the greatest opportunity to sequester emissions (particularlysource inputs domestically. Exxon’s abatement curve indicates CCUS offers the greatest opportunity to sequester emissions (particularly  

Scope 3 emissions of steel, fertiliser and industrial gases companies), but it is presently uneconomic to deliver that volume ofScope 3 emissions of steel, fertiliser and industrial gases companies), but it is presently uneconomic to deliver that volume of  

sequestration. Greater policy support and a sufficient carbon price are required to deliver the volume. Nevertheless, Exxon has signedsequestration. Greater policy support and a sufficient carbon price are required to deliver the volume. Nevertheless, Exxon has signed  

deals to capture 5 million metric tons of CO₂ per year, more than any other player. The company has also announced its entry intodeals to capture 5 million metric tons of CO₂ per year, more than any other player. The company has also announced its entry into  

lithium production at a time when lithium prices have retreated, and many producers are not profitable. Exxon believes it can deploy itslithium production at a time when lithium prices have retreated, and many producers are not profitable. Exxon believes it can deploy its  

core expertise in mineral extraction, separation and reinjection to deliver low cost lithium carbonate to the equivalent of 1 millioncore expertise in mineral extraction, separation and reinjection to deliver low cost lithium carbonate to the equivalent of 1 million  

electric vehicles by 2027.electric vehicles by 2027.

We would like to follow up on many aspects of Exxon’s climate solutions plan, such as blue and green hydrogen, biofuels and ‘advancedWe would like to follow up on many aspects of Exxon’s climate solutions plan, such as blue and green hydrogen, biofuels and ‘advanced  

plastics recycling’, from the potential speed of scale up and volume throughput to capital allocation and the likely rate of return of theseplastics recycling’, from the potential speed of scale up and volume throughput to capital allocation and the likely rate of return of these  

projects. Exxon’s chosen path towards Net Zer0 is different from its European peers’. Yet we consider the company to be no lessprojects. Exxon’s chosen path towards Net Zer0 is different from its European peers’. Yet we consider the company to be no less  

thoughtful in terms of resiliency of fossil fuels in a carbon constrained world and investing in the emerging businesses and technologiesthoughtful in terms of resiliency of fossil fuels in a carbon constrained world and investing in the emerging businesses and technologies  

our economy needs to raise the standard of living whilst reducing its environmental footprint.our economy needs to raise the standard of living whilst reducing its environmental footprint.

ExxonMobil in focus
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Our concerns with respect to the NGO reports were twofold. Firstly, we questioned whether Glencore’s business activities in SouthOur concerns with respect to the NGO reports were twofold. Firstly, we questioned whether Glencore’s business activities in South  

America were being conducted in line with its own stated policies or indeed with expectations laid out by the OECD Guidelines forAmerica were being conducted in line with its own stated policies or indeed with expectations laid out by the OECD Guidelines for  

Multinational Enterprises on Responsible Business Conduct or the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights. Secondly, weMultinational Enterprises on Responsible Business Conduct or the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights. Secondly, we  

considered whether these issues could affect Glencore’s social licence to operate.considered whether these issues could affect Glencore’s social licence to operate.

Glencore reiterated these reports contained nothing new; the allegations had been made previously and have been addressed by theGlencore reiterated these reports contained nothing new; the allegations had been made previously and have been addressed by the  

company in good faith. The company also noted that, given these reports were all published in the second half of 2023, their release couldcompany in good faith. The company also noted that, given these reports were all published in the second half of 2023, their release could  

be linked to putting pressure on lawmakers to strengthen the forthcoming European Union Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directivebe linked to putting pressure on lawmakers to strengthen the forthcoming European Union Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive  

(CSRD) regulations. One of Glencore’s subsidiaries responded in writing, rebutting the claims outlined in the Cerrejón report, and(CSRD) regulations. One of Glencore’s subsidiaries responded in writing, rebutting the claims outlined in the Cerrejón report, and  

Glencore stated it would subsequently meet with CooperAcción (one of the publishers of the report on the Antapaccay copper mine) toGlencore stated it would subsequently meet with CooperAcción (one of the publishers of the report on the Antapaccay copper mine) to  

discuss the Peruvian allegations.discuss the Peruvian allegations.

The social licence to operate depends on local stakeholders’ acceptance of a company’s standard business practices. In the case ofThe social licence to operate depends on local stakeholders’ acceptance of a company’s standard business practices. In the case of  

mining, questions about the social license may take the form of delayed permitting, rejected project applications or a sovereign statemining, questions about the social license may take the form of delayed permitting, rejected project applications or a sovereign state  

deciding to cancel existing mining operations. Glencore noted that, whilst social licence remains front of mind, it is not a majordeciding to cancel existing mining operations. Glencore noted that, whilst social licence remains front of mind, it is not a major  

concern. To explain, Glencore said it had reviewed the country risk rating applied to the areas where it operates. No adjustment wasconcern. To explain, Glencore said it had reviewed the country risk rating applied to the areas where it operates. No adjustment was  

applied to the risk rating for operations in the South American region, but the risk rating for the African operations was increased.applied to the risk rating for operations in the South American region, but the risk rating for the African operations was increased.

We went on to discuss Glencore’s proposed acquisition of Teck Resources’ steelmaking coal business, Elk Valley Resources, which wasWe went on to discuss Glencore’s proposed acquisition of Teck Resources’ steelmaking coal business, Elk Valley Resources, which was  

announced in November 2023 and is due to close in the third quarter of 2024. The plan is first to merge the metallurgical coal businessannounced in November 2023 and is due to close in the third quarter of 2024. The plan is first to merge the metallurgical coal business  

into Glencore and then, within two years of the merger, to split Glencore into two businesses: a pure-play coal producer; and a supplierinto Glencore and then, within two years of the merger, to split Glencore into two businesses: a pure-play coal producer; and a supplier  

of copper, cobalt, zinc and nickel to the energy transition.of copper, cobalt, zinc and nickel to the energy transition.

Questions have been raised about how Glencore will report its carbon footprint post acquisition, especially given shareholder dissent atQuestions have been raised about how Glencore will report its carbon footprint post acquisition, especially given shareholder dissent at  

the publication of its 2023 Climate Progress Report. For the 2024 update, Glencore confirmed it would neither re-baseline its carbonthe publication of its 2023 Climate Progress Report. For the 2024 update, Glencore confirmed it would neither re-baseline its carbon  

emission profile nor include Elk Valley Resources in its carbon emissions reduction plan. If Glencore plans to hold the Elk Valleyemission profile nor include Elk Valley Resources in its carbon emissions reduction plan. If Glencore plans to hold the Elk Valley  

Resources asset as part of a consolidated business, we think best practice would be to restate the carbon footprint to account forResources asset as part of a consolidated business, we think best practice would be to restate the carbon footprint to account for  

significant acquisitions or divestitures. For shareholders judging climate risk and the efficacy of a transition plan, an estimate of asignificant acquisitions or divestitures. For shareholders judging climate risk and the efficacy of a transition plan, an estimate of a  

company’s carbon footprint and emissions trajectory provides valuable insight.company’s carbon footprint and emissions trajectory provides valuable insight.

Given our analytical approach to decomposing carbon-related risk, we asked Glencore whether it would consider disclosure of the hurdleGiven our analytical approach to decomposing carbon-related risk, we asked Glencore whether it would consider disclosure of the hurdle  

rates or cost of capital applied to assessing abatement projects, as well as the carbon prices used in its scenario analysis. Whilstrates or cost of capital applied to assessing abatement projects, as well as the carbon prices used in its scenario analysis. Whilst  

Glencore has previously disclosed its marginal abatement cost curve (MACC), we also asked whether the company had any tangibleGlencore has previously disclosed its marginal abatement cost curve (MACC), we also asked whether the company had any tangible  

examples of the real-world success or failure of projects identified within the MACC framework. Such information would help us asexamples of the real-world success or failure of projects identified within the MACC framework. Such information would help us as  

investors to better understand the company’s portfolio resilience, asset life and sensitivity to energy scenarios.investors to better understand the company’s portfolio resilience, asset life and sensitivity to energy scenarios.

Glencore has no current plans to disclose internal carbon price assumptions or to elaborate on cost of capital, but it said it considers theGlencore has no current plans to disclose internal carbon price assumptions or to elaborate on cost of capital, but it said it considers the  

portfolio and investment decisions through this lens. On its scenario analysis, the business maintains it is resilient to changing marketportfolio and investment decisions through this lens. On its scenario analysis, the business maintains it is resilient to changing market  

dynamics. Ruffer may seek to engage further with Glencore as we approach the 2024 annual general meeting and review any materialsdynamics. Ruffer may seek to engage further with Glencore as we approach the 2024 annual general meeting and review any materials  

the company issues before the meeting.the company issues before the meeting.

Glencore in focus
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A meeting with the Head of Investor Relations, the Head of Corporate Law and the Head of Public Affairs, Science,A meeting with the Head of Investor Relations, the Head of Corporate Law and the Head of Public Affairs, Science,  

Sustainability and HSESustainability and HSE

Topics Topics –– remuneration; board structure and independence remuneration; board structure and independence

  

ObjectiveObjective

Remuneration – to respond to the company’s request for shareholder input on appropriate pay policy, given shareholder dissent against the pay reportRemuneration – to respond to the company’s request for shareholder input on appropriate pay policy, given shareholder dissent against the pay report  

at the 2023 AGM, where litigation costs were excluded from the calculation of performance pay.at the 2023 AGM, where litigation costs were excluded from the calculation of performance pay.

Board structure and independence – to discuss the skills matrix of board directors, the size of the board and board diversity, with expected rotations ofBoard structure and independence – to discuss the skills matrix of board directors, the size of the board and board diversity, with expected rotations of  

directors on the supervisory board.directors on the supervisory board.

  

OutcomeOutcome

Remuneration – Bayer has revised its pay policy to include litigation in performance metrics, which we see as an important signal to shareholders thatRemuneration – Bayer has revised its pay policy to include litigation in performance metrics, which we see as an important signal to shareholders that  

senior executives are focused on solving the Monsanto litigation.senior executives are focused on solving the Monsanto litigation.

Board structure and independence – Bayer will release details of proposed candidates in due course.Board structure and independence – Bayer will release details of proposed candidates in due course.

  

NextNext  stepssteps

Once the AGM materials are released, Ruffer will review in more detail the proposed candidates and decide whether to support their election or takeOnce the AGM materials are released, Ruffer will review in more detail the proposed candidates and decide whether to support their election or take  

other action.other action.

  

A meeting with the Chair of the Supervisory Board, the Head of Investor Relations and the Head of Corporate LawA meeting with the Chair of the Supervisory Board, the Head of Investor Relations and the Head of Corporate Law

Topics Topics –– remuneration; board structure and independence remuneration; board structure and independence

  

ObjectiveObjective

Remuneration – to understand the Chair’s perspective on the proposed remuneration policy.Remuneration – to understand the Chair’s perspective on the proposed remuneration policy.

Board structure and independence – to discuss the proposed candidates and the skills they will bring to the board if elected.Board structure and independence – to discuss the proposed candidates and the skills they will bring to the board if elected.

  

OutcomeOutcome

Remuneration – the Chair shared his thoughts on the company’s progress towards its goals, its revised legal strategy on litigation, the skill sets itRemuneration – the Chair shared his thoughts on the company’s progress towards its goals, its revised legal strategy on litigation, the skill sets it  

targets for directors and the process for the revised pay policy.targets for directors and the process for the revised pay policy.

Board structure and independence – the three proposed directors bring senior executive experience in large litigation cases in the US and strongBoard structure and independence – the three proposed directors bring senior executive experience in large litigation cases in the US and strong  

backgrounds in capital markets and investor activism, as well as in science and medical innovation.backgrounds in capital markets and investor activism, as well as in science and medical innovation.

  

NextNext  stepssteps

We continue to monitor the company’s performance and plan to take the information we received into consideration when casting our vote at theWe continue to monitor the company’s performance and plan to take the information we received into consideration when casting our vote at the  

AGM.AGM.

  

BAYER


